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1. INTRODUCTION 
The main reference we shall use is [K]. Let k be a field of char 0, @k an 
algebraic closure. Let A = (aQ) E Z” ” be a generalized Cartan matrix of affine 
type [K, 1.1, 4.31. Let g,(A) denote the Kac-Moody algebra associated to A 
[K, 1.31 and g&4) = [gk(A),gk(A)]. Concrete realizations of such Kac-Moody 
algebras are known; cf. [K, chapters 7, 81 and 2 below. For example, if A is 
“non-twisted”, g&l) is a central extension of the loop algebra of the cor- 
responding finite dimensional Lie algebra. 
In this paper, we shall present a construction of certain forms of affine Kac- 
Moody algebras; i.e. Lie algebras over k which after extension of scalars to k 
become isomorphic to g&4) or g&l). The point of the construction is to con- 
sider algebras of the form k[x,y]/(px*+ qy*- 1) instead of the loop algebra 
k[t, t-l]; details are presented in 3. This construction seems to provide new 
examples even in the real case, see 4. In 5, we relate the introduced forms to 
the presentation by generators and relations in [A], in the simplest case 
A = A;“. 
I thank G. Rousseau for interesting conversations and A. Guichardet for 
questions about [A] which are in the origin of 5. 
2. REALIZATION OF AFFINE KAC-MOODY ALGEBRAS 
Let & be an associative commutative k-algebra, a a finite dimensional Lie 
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algebra over k. We shall consider a Ok&’ as a Lie algebra over k, with the 
bracket 
[m~,_Youl = kYlc3~~. 
In particular, we shall denote as usual L,(a) = a@ k[t, t-l] (We will drop the 
subscript k when it is not necessary). 
More generally, let 8=(u,JhEL,, beagradingofa;i.e.a=@ah, [cz~,~~]ccz~+~. 
Then L(a, 0) is the Lie subalgebra of L(a) defined by L(a, 19) = OheEah@ kth, 
where fi is the class of h module m. 
Now let us recall some standard facts about central extensions of Lie 
algebras, see for example [G] for details. Let V be a k-vector space. A central 
extension of a by V is an exact sequence of Lie algebras 
such that Yis contained in the center of e. It is well-known that (suitably de- 
fined) equivalence classes of extensions of a by I/are parametrized by H2(a, V), 
the second cohomology group of a with respect to V, regarded as trivial a- 
module. 
In general, let ( ) ) be a symmetric invariant bilinear form on a and 
(, } :&x&$-t k a bilinear skew symmetric form satisfying 
(C) {PQ,R}+(PR,Q}+{QR,P} =0 VP,Q,RE& 
Then r:a@dxa@d-+k, given by 
~xOP,_YOQ) = (~1 YW’,QI 
is a 2-cocycle, i.e. r defines a central extension a@,&@ kcr of a@d by 
[xOP,_YOQI = [x,ylOPQ+r(xOP,yOQ>c*. 
In addition, let CGZJ~ be a derivation of ._& satisfying 
(D) {%,RQ}+{P,%,Q} =O vP,Qed. 
It is known (cf. [K, Prop. 7.31) that this is equivalent (if ( ( ) is non-trivial) to 
the fact that %, : a@._&@ kc’+ aOd-820 kc’ given by 
$8 1 a@d = id@ %)() 9J(c’) = 0 
is a derivation of a@d@ kc’. Therefore, we can define a Lie algebra struc- 
ture on a@J-$O kc’@ k%! by imposing a@dQO kcr to be a subalgebra and 
[%1,x1 = G@(X) Vxea@&@kc’. 
Now let us consider the particular case when a = g is a simple finite dimen- 
sional split Lie algebra, whose Dynkin diagram will be denoted X,,, and 
d= k[t,t-‘I. It is well-known that L(g) admits a central extension by k, i.e. 
that H2(L(g), k) is non-trivial. Indeed, let ( 1 ) be the Killing form (or a 
multiple of it), and {P, Q) = Res(PdQ): 
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It is easy to see that { ,} satisfies (C). We shall denote L(g) the central extension 
of L(g) corresponding to this choice. We will write c instead of cT. More 
generally, E(g, 0) will denote the subalgebra L(g, 0) @kc of E(g). It is also 
known that dimH2(g@k[?,tP1],k)= 1, see [K, Exercise 7.71 or [G]. 
Now let DO be the derivation of k(t, t-l] defined by Do(?) = htth) : Do satis- 
fies (D). Thus we are able to consider the Lie algebra L^(g) =L(g)@kD and its 
subalgebra L^(g, 0) = L(g, 0) @ kD. 
THEOREM. (Kac-Moody; cf. [K, ch. 7, 81). Let 6’ correspond to a diagram 
automorphism of order h. Then L^(g,8) is isomorphic to the Kac-Moody 
algebra corresponding to the Dynkin diagram X,‘“‘. 
3. THECONSTRUCTION 
From now on, let g denote an absolutely simple finite dimensional Lie 
algebra over k, g = g @&. Let X, be the Dynkin diagram corresponding to g. 
Let ,_&= k[u, o]/(pu* + qv* - 1) denote the coordinate ring of the conic defined 
by the equation pu2 + qo2 = 1, p, q E k - 0. Clearly, L(a) is isomorphic to a @A! 
if & corresponds to the conic U* - u* = 1. Let us remark that (go&) @ E is 
(non-canonically) isomorphic to L&g). Even more, (g@d) @ k’ is isomorphic 
to L,,(g@ k’) , if k’= k(e) and 1/-p4~ F is a fixed square root of -pq. 
For this, let us fix the isomorphism @ : AZ@ k’+ k’[t, t-l] defined by q?-‘(t) = 
pu + fiv, @-‘(t-l) = u - fi/pv. Thanks to I$, we have 
(g@&‘)@k’=g@kk’[t,t-l]=(g@kk’)@k,k’[t, t+]-L&Ok’). 
The following fact is standard: 
LEMMA. Let k’ be a finite field extension of k. Then 
H2(a, V) 0 k’= H*(aO k’, V@ k’). 
PROOF. Let U (resp., U’) be the universal enveloping algebra of a (resp., of 
aOk’). Let 
. ..+P*+P.+P~+V+o 
be a projective resolution of I/ as U-module. Then 
. ..-P20k’~P.0k’jPoOk’-tVOk’~0 
is a projective resolution of V@ k’ as U’-module. There is a natural iso- 
morphism 
Hom,(a, V)@ k’+ Hom,,(a@ k’, V@ k’) 
given by 
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(Let S~Horn~,(a@ k’, V@ k’), let {ei} be a k-basis of k’. Then S(u@ 1) = 
C Si(O) @ ej and S is the image of C Si Bei. On the other hand, if the image of 
C7;@J is zero, we rewrite Cq@fj=CSi@e,; hence CSi(u)@ei=O, and 
S,(U) = 0, Vi, o. Therefore C q @fj =O). From this, the Lemma follows. 
We shall apply the preceding analysis to g @& instead of a and k’= k(G). 
It follows from the Lemma that there exists a non-zero cocycle rp, 4 E H*(g @&) 
which via the non-canonical isomorphism of the Lemma, is a multiple of r, say, 
rp,sp= ET. More precisely, if (j)e is a bilinear invariant form on g such that (I) 
restricted to g is ( I)0 (for example, if both ( I)0 and (I) are the respective Killing 
forms) and { ,}0: dx.~Z--+ k’is the restriction of s-l(,), then {J,d}ock and 
{,}e is a k-bilinear skew symmetric form satisfying (C). 
Thus god@ k&q, the central extension of g@d constructed via the 
cocycle rp, 4 is a k-form of &G(g). On the other hand, let us consider the unique 
derivation OPT4 of k[u, u] such that 
Dp’4(U) = -qu DP,4(u) =pu. 
Then Dp*q(pu2 + qu* - 1) = 0 and hence OPT4 gives raise to a derivation d,fq of 
&= k[u, u]/(pu* + qu* - 1). Let us recall that we have identified d@ k’ with 
k’[t,t-‘1 via @ and hence 
t =pu-tGu* (dp’@id)(t) = Gt 
t-l _ u_v-pq - -us’ (dcq@id)(tp’) = -1/-p4t-‘. 
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In other words, d~qO id is fiDo, where Do is as in 2. In particular, we 
obtain that dtq satisfies (D) and hence we have a derivation dpsq of g@ 
d@ kcQq. As in 2, we obtain a Lie algebra structure on go&@ kcTp,q@ 
kdp*q by imposing go&@ kc to be a subalgebra and 
[dpTq, x] = dpTq(x) Vxeg@&@ kcQ.4. 
Clearly g@J@ kcTp.q @ kdpyq is a form of the Kac-Moody algebra correspon- 
ding to X,(t). 
On the other hand, the differential operator (dpTq)* is diagonalisable in J9, 
with eigenvalues -pqn*, n E Z; let ._~4,, be the corresponding eigenspace. Then 
dndm cJQ,+, 04-,. Let e=(gh)hGzz be a Z,-grading of g. It follows that 
0hEzg,G3dh (resp., 0hEzg&3kcrnq, OhEZgliO~~Okc*~qOkdP,q) is a 
form of L(g, 1!3) (resp., L(Og, 0), L^(@&, 0)). 
4. THE REAL CASE 
If k= R, there are only three different isomorphism classes of such ._&, 
namely, R[t, t-l]; R[u, u]/(u*+ u*- 1) = R[S’] and ~R[u, 01/(-u*- u*- 1). In 
the second case, we can choose (cf. [KP]) 
{,}(J: R[S’]xQs’]4R 
{P, Q}. = &I ($Pte"))Pte"W. 
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The forms corresponding to the first two cases are known (see [GW], [R3], 
[R4]); the third seems to be not considered yet, perhaps because .JJ has no real 
points. Another way to obtain such forms is to consider the antilinear involu- 
tion of L,(g) given by 
x@tj-(-l)jy(x)@tPj XEE,jE& 
where y is the antilinear involution of g whose fixed point set is g. (Compare 
with [R3, 1.4, 2.61). 
REMARK. G. Rousseau pointed out to me that the third form is implicitly 
considered in [R2], where a correspondance between real forms and linear in- 
volutions is established; the corresponding linear involution is given in [BR]. 
5. GENERATORS AND RELATIONS 
From now on we shall restrict our attention to the following generalized 
Cartan matrix: 
a=(.,)=(: -i). 
It corresponds to the extended Dynkin diagram of A, and is denoted AI’). 
On the other hand, in [A] a presentation was given by generators and rela- 
tions of some forms of Kac-Moody algebras. In the present case, it runs as 
follows: let us fix elements a,, az, bl, b2, s of k* satisfying 
b2 b,, -=---_s 
a2 al 
Let g(q, b;,s) denote the Lie algebra over k generated by {Xi, I$, Zj : i = I,23 
with relations 
[z,,z21 = 0 [Xi, r;] = 22, 
[~, Z;] = -2biX; [Zi, Xj] = -2ai k;: 
[y,, 41 = 2bpX2 [Z,,X,] = 2a,s-‘Y, 
[Y,,Z,] = 2b2sc’X, [Z,,X,] = 2a,sY, 
1X,, r,l = dy,,~,I W,,x,l = -O?s+ W,, r,l 
and if ifj: 
(adX,>3Xj = 4a;(adX,)Xj 
(adX,)3~ = 40i(UdXi)YJ. 
(This presentation is slightly more precise than in [A]; see [A2]). 
We shall relate now the two approaches. For this, we shall need to consider 
the following basis of .&‘= k[u, u]/(pu2+ qo2- 1). We recall that ._&‘a 
k’= k’[t, tf ‘1 via 
V-P4 
t-pu+I/-pqo tr’--u-~v 
P ’ 
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Let j be a positive integer. We define Sj, Cj E.AZ by 
tj= Cj~~S’ J’ 
We have 
Cl =pu s, = v c. l+J ‘= CiCj-PqSiSj Si+j =CiSj+CjSi. 
It follows easily by induction that tj(Cj - Il-p4sj) = C~ +pq$ = pj~ k - 0; thus 
t-j=p-j(Cj-ll_pqSj). 
LEMMA. The family (1, cJ, Sj) is a basis of ~2. Moreover, if we require the 
cocycle rpTq to be l/fir, then 
{Cj,Ci}, = 0 {Sj,Si}(J = O {Cj,si}fJ =2&j* 
PROOF. It can be deduced easily from the following equalities: 
c, = tj+pW 
J 
s_ = tj-pjt-j 
2 ‘I 21/-pq’ 
Let sq(a,, b,) be a Lie algebra over k having a basis x, y, z and a multiplica- 
tion table 
lx, yl = 22 [y, zl = -2b,x [z,xl = -2al y. 
It is known that sq(a,, 6,) is a form of s/(2). Let us fix the bilinear invariant 
form on sq(a,, b,) given by 
(XIX) = 2ai, (yly) = 2b1, (zlz> = -%h, 
(xl Y) = (xly) = (YIZ) = 0. 
PROPOSITION. g(a,, bi, s) is isomorphic to sq(a,, b,) @.YJ@ kc, where 
& = k[u, v] 
with the bracket 
POE sOQ1 = [r,SlOPQ+(rls)(P,Q)oc, 
where {,}0 is as above and is normalized, as in the Lemma, by (u, v}~= 
1/2a,b,. 
PROOF. Let us consider the application from the free Lie algebra in variables 
{Xi,~,Z;:i=l,2) into sq(a,,b,)@.A@kc given by 
X,-x@ 1 X2++x@a2z4+y@o 
z,-ZOl Z2-?(-,0 1 +c). 
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We need to check the above relations. This a tedious but straightforward task, 
which will be omitted. Thus we have a map g(a;, bj, S) + sq(a,, b,) @AZ@ kc; it 
is possible to see that it is an isomorphism. 
REMARK. If a, = a2 = a, 6, = b2 = 6, s = 1, then g(aj, bi, S) = g(u, b) is isomor- 
phic to sq(a, 6) @ k[u, u]/(a2u2 + (b/a)u2 - 1) @kc. In particular, we can give a 
negative answer to the following question of Alain Guichardet: does sq(u, 6) 2: 
sq(c, d) imply that g(@, b) = g(c, d)? Indeed, sqR( 1, - 1) = sqR( 41) = s/(2, IR) but 
g(l,-l)@lR[,t,t-‘]@F?cis a form of first kindandg(l,l)@IR[S’]@lRicisa 
form of second kind (cf. [R3]). 
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